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1.1 Introduction

The main practical result of the Runge-Gross theorem are the time-dependent
Kohn-Sham (TDKS) equations: a set of coupled one-particle Schrödinger-like
equations with the form (atomic units are used hereafter)

i
∂ϕi(t)

∂t
=

[
T̂ + V̂KS(t)

]
ϕi(t) , (1.1a)

vKS(r, t) = vext(r, t) +

∫
d3r′

n(r′, t)

|r − r
′| + vxc[n](r, t) . (1.1b)

In these equations, the index i runs through all the occupied Kohn-Sham
states ϕi; T̂ is the kinetic operator; vext is any (possibly time-dependent)
external potential acting on the electronic system; vxc[n] is the exchange and
correlation potential – which is a functional of the time-dependent density

n(r, t) = 〈Φ(t)|
∑

i

δ(r − r̂i)|Φ(t)〉 =
∑

i

|ϕi(r, t)|2 . (1.2)

During the last years, most applications of TDDFT were performed within
linear response theory, where the response properties of the system are usually
obtained in frequency domain. One may, however, work directly in the time-
domain, propagating Eqs. (1.1a). This has the advantage of allowing the
inclusion of intense external perturbations, beyond the linear response regime.
Of course, this “real-time” formulation of TDDFT requires the use of an
algorithm to propagate Schrödinger-like equations.

Not surprisingly, the study of efficacious algorithms for this purpose has
a long history, and multiple answers. We are concerned with a very general
problem, yet we must beware of general purpose solutions: one expects that
the efficiency depends strongly on the characteristics of the time-independent
part of the Hamiltonian, on the time-dependent perturbation, and also on the
initial state. From all possible approaches, we focus in this chapter on the
ones most relevant to the propagation of the TDKS equations. This case has
several important features:

• The Hamiltonian is intrinsically time-dependent, which is obvious since
it depends parametrically on the time-dependent density.
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• This time dependence is not known a priori, since it is deduced from
the solution density itself, vKS = vKS[n]. The problem may then be for-
mulated as follows: given ϕ(τ) and Ĥ(τ) for τ ≤ t, calculate ϕ(t + ∆t)
for some ∆t. This unpleasant fact is usually not taken into account in
most studies of Schrödinger’s equation, and adds extra difficulties, since
all approximators will require the knowledge of the Hamiltonian in the
interval [t, t + ∆t].

• Typically, one works with very large basis sets, where the Hamiltonian is
represented as a very large, sparse matrix. This happens for instance in
the real-space representations we have used.

• The Hamiltonian is usually Hermitian. Also, it is unbounded – and this
fact is one of the roots of the numerical difficulties.

In this chapter, we give a pedagogical introduction to the problem of
propagating the Kohn-Sham equations, and to some of its solutions. We have
been enlightened by several sources, not all of them focused on TDDFT.
Most of the literature refers to nuclear wavepacket propagation, either in
quantum, semi-classical, or mixed schemes. The equations are, nevertheless,
identical, and experience from this field may be translated to others. We
learned from Kosloff’s review [Kosloff 1988], from the work of Lubich and
coworkers [Lubich 2002, Hochbruck 1998, Hochbruck 1999], from the compar-
isons of Truong and others [Truong 1992], and from other references that will
be cited when appropriate. For the particular problem of TDDFT, we would
like to refer to the work of Sugino and Miyamoto [Sugino 1999]. It is impor-
tant to mention here the advances in the simulation of (adiabatic) molecular
dynamics using the Car-Parrinello approach [Car 1985]. The time-integration
is effectively performed using modified Verlet and Gaussian dynamics includ-
ing multiple time-scale methodologies [Tuckerman 1994a, Tuckerman 1994b].
However, those works do not address the real electron dynamics of a sys-
tem but a fictitious one determined by an effective electron mass, and need
to impose the orthogonality constraint for the wavefunctions (which is au-
tomatically fulfilled in the unitary propagation schemes to be described be-
low). Finally, we also refer the reader to our previous work on the subject
[Castro 2004a], where on top of the algorithmic discussion that we present
here, a quantitative analysis of some of the possible solutions is also given.

We have implemented some of the most common approaches to the prop-
agation of a quantum wave-packet in our computer code octopus,1 a general
purpose pseudopotential, real-space code.2 The routines that implement these

1 The octopus project is aimed at describing the electron-ion dynamics in finite and
extended systems under the influence of time-dependent electromagnetic fields.
The program can be freely downloaded from http://www.tddft.org/programs/

octopus/. For details see [Marques 2003b].
2 By real-space, or direct-space, we mean that all functions are discretized on a

grid, and that the Laplacian is approximated by finite differences [Beck 2000].
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techniques are available from the octopus web-site and can be used in more
general contexts than the ones discussed here.

1.2 Formulation of the problem

The Schrödinger equation may be rewritten in terms of its linear propagator
Û(t, t0), which obeys the equation

i
d

dt
Û(t, t0) = Ĥ(t)Û(t, t0) . (1.3)

The solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, for a given initial
state ϕ(t0), is then written as ϕ(t) = Û(t, t0)ϕ(t0). The differential equa-
tion (1.3) may be rewritten as an integral equation

Û(t, t0) = 1̂ − i

∫ t

t0

dτ Ĥ(τ)Û (τ, t0) . (1.4)

It is then easy to derive a Dyson’s series – whose convergence is, unfortu-
nately, not guaranteed – to formally solve the problem:

Û(t, t0) = 1̂ +

∞∑

n=1

(−i)n

∫ t

t0

dt1

∫ t1

t0

dt2 . . .

∫ tn−1

t0

dtnĤ(t1) . . . Ĥ(tn) . (1.5)

By making use of the time-ordering operator T̂ , this series takes on a form
that vaguely reminds us of the definition of the exponential:

Û(t, t0) = 1̂ +

∞∑

n=1

(−i)n

n!

∫ t

t0

dt1

∫ t

t0

dt2 . . .

∫ t

t0

dtnT̂
[
Ĥ(t1) . . . Ĥ(tn)

]
. (1.6)

Due to this resemblance, one normally defines the time-ordered exponential to
encapsulate the expression: Û(t, t0) = T̂ exp{−i

∫ t

t0
dτĤ(τ)} . This, of course,

only hides the ugliness of Eq. (1.6). The series expansion can be simplified if
the Hamiltonian commutes with itself at different times, in which case we are
left with a simple exponential: Û(t, t0) = exp{−i

∫ t

t0
dτĤ(τ)} . Moreover, if

the Hamiltonian does not depend on time, we can get rid of the integration:
Û(t, t0) = exp{−i(t − t0)Ĥ} . Unfortunately, as mentioned before, none of
these simplifications applies in the case of TDDFT.

The evolution operator has some important properties that can be derived
directly from its definition, and that any good approximator should preserve:

• For a Hermitian Hamiltonian, the evolution operator is unitary, i.e.

Û †(t + ∆t, t) = Û−1(t + ∆t, t) . (1.7)

This mathematical property is linked to the conservation of probability
of the wavefunction. Any desirable approximate propagator should be
unitary, at least approximately, for Hermitian Hamiltonians.
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• Another important property fulfilled by the exact evolution propagator
is time-reversal symmetry:

Û(t + ∆t, t) = Û−1(t, t + ∆t) . (1.8)

Note that this property does not hold if a magnetic field is present; it
must not be enforced if one wants to handle magnetic cases. However,
any desirable algorithm should respect this property in the particular
case where no magnetic field is applied.

• For any three instants t1, t2, t3, Û(t1, t2) = Û(t1, t3)Û(t3, t2).

This last property permits us to break the simulation into pieces. In prac-
tice, it is usually not convenient to obtain ϕ(t) directly from ϕ0 for a long
interval [0, t]. Instead, one breaks [0, t] into smaller time intervals:

Û(t, 0) =

N−1∏

i=0

Û(ti + ∆ti, ti) , (1.9)

where t0 = 0, ti+1 = ti + ∆ti and tN = t. Typically, the time step is taken to
be constant, i.e., ∆ti = ∆t. However, it is possible to use variable time-step
methods, especially if the implemented algorithm is able to make an optimal
choice of the time step, to enhance the efficiency without compromising the
accuracy. In any case, we deal with the problem of performing the short-time
propagation

ϕ(t + ∆t) = T̂ exp

{
−i

∫ t+∆t

t

dτ Ĥ(τ)

}
ϕ(t) . (1.10)

There are good reasons for dividing [0, t] into smaller intervals: (i) First
of all, the time dependence of Ĥ becomes less critical, and the norm of the
exponential argument is reduced (it increases linearly with ∆t). This makes
it easier to approximate the propagator, as the errors of the approximations
depend critically on this norm. (ii) There is a natural limit to the maximum
size of ∆t: If ωmax is the maximum frequency that we want to discern, ∆t
can not be larger than ≈ 1/ωmax.

Obviously, we seek the most effective algorithm. Below ∆tmax, we are
free to choose ∆t considering performance reasons. If p(∆t) is the cost of
propagating ∆t for a given method, one should then choose the ∆t that
minimizes p(∆t)/∆t, the cost of propagating the wave function per unit time.
The optimal cost number of a given method is p(∆topt)/∆topt, so the method
that minimizes this optimal cost number can be viewed as the “best” method.

The value of ωmax is either determined by the energy spectrum of the
ground-state many-body Hamiltonian or by the frequency of the applied elec-
tromagnetic field. In the former case, the maximum frequency of the Hamil-
tonian is typically determined by the kinetic term. If the wave functions are
expanded in a plane-wave representation, ωmax is related to the maximum
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reciprocal lattice vector Gmax used in the expansion; On the other hand, if
we choose to work with a real-space discretization of the Hamiltonian, ωmax

is determined by the mesh spacing h. We have therefore

ωmax =
G2

max

2
=

2π2

h2
. (1.11)

Note that the choice of either h or Gmax is in turn determined by the hardness

of the potentials that define the Hamiltonian. In many cases the evolution
will not probe the very high-frequencies – the highest-energies states are not
significantly populated – and so we can choose ∆t to be larger than 1/ωmax.

From a numerical point of view, the algorithm used to perform the time
propagation should be “stable” and “accurate”. The term “stable” is fre-
quently used in a rather loose form. It is, however, possible to give it a
precise definition: A propagator is stable below ∆tmax if, for any ∆t < ∆tmax

and n > 0, Ûn(t + ∆t, t) is uniformly bounded. One way to assure that
the algorithm is stable is by making it “contractive”, which means that
||Û(t + ∆t)|| ≤ 1. Of course, if the algorithm is unitary, it is also contrac-
tive and hence stable; but if the algorithm is only approximatively unitary,
it is better if it is contractive. The reason for this is easy to understand: the
error is typically proportional to the norm. A contractive algorithm will re-
duce the norm, and consequently also reduce the error; on the other hand, a
non-contractive scheme will yield larger errors at each time-step. The adverb
“unconditionally” is sometimes added to these concepts to refer to algorithms
that possess a given property independently of ∆t and of the spectral char-
acteristics of Ĥ (e.g., unconditionally stable, etc.)

As mentioned before, the time dependence of the Hamiltonian does not
allow us to write the evolution propagator as a simple exponential: Û(t +
∆t, t) 6= exp{−i∆tĤ(t)}. Nevertheless, quite a few methods rely on algo-
rithms to approximate the exponential of an operator, exp(Â) – where for
example Â has the form −i∆tĤ(τ) for a given time τ . For this reason, our
discussion is separated in two parts: First we look at several algorithms to
approximate exp(Â), where Â is a time-independent operator. In particular,
polynomial expansions, projection in Krylov subspaces, and split-operator
methods. We then discuss different approximations for the full time-evolution
operator, like the mid-point and implicit rules, and Magnus expansions.
Split-operator techniques can also be modified to approximate the full time-
dependent propagator.

1.3 Approximations to the exponential of an operator

In principle, the most desirable algorithm to calculate exp(Â)v, where v is an
arbitrary vector, would begin with the evaluation of exp(Â). In this way, we
would be able to easily apply the exponential of the matrix Â to any arbitrary
vector. Unfortunately, the methods that exist to calculate the exponential
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of a matrix are computationally limited to matrices of order less than a few
thousand (for a recent review, please consult [Moler 2003]). In a typical plane-
wave or real-space calculation the Hamiltonian matrix can be of the order
≈ 2×105, and therefore way too large to apply any of these methods. In fact,
the size of the Hamiltonian may not even permit its full storage in matrix
form.3

The alternative is to use iterative methods that yield directly exp(Â)v for
a particular choice of the vector v. These methods have a much better scaling
with the order of the matrix. We will focus on three different techniques that
dominate the literature: polynomial expansion of the exponential – either in
the standard base or in the Chebychev base, splitting schemes, and Krylov
subspace projection techniques.

1.3.1 Polynomial expansions

The exponential of a matrix Â is defined by the Taylor expansion

exp(Â) =

∞∑

n=0

1

n!
Ân , (1.12)

a series that is unconditionally convergent for any matrix Â. This suggests
an obvious method to approximate the exponential:

taylork{Â, v} =

k∑

n=0

1

n!
Ânv . (1.13)

For a given k, the method is of order k and requires k matrix-vector opera-
tions. It amounts to expanding the exponential function in the standard base
of polynomials, {1, x, x2, . . . }. The truncation of the infinite series at a given
k breaks the unitarity of the exponential. It turns out that k = 4 is particu-
larly suited for our applications [Giansiracusa 2002]: k = 2 is unconditionally
unstable; k = 4 is conditionally stable; k = 6 is also conditionally stable but
for smaller values of ∆t.

The standard base of polynomials is not the only choice; one can use
any given (complete and orthonormal) base {Pn(x)}∞n=0. It is well known
that Chebychev polynomial approximations are optimal for approximating
functions [Smirnov 1968], so we define:

chebk{Â, v} =

k∑

n=0

cn Tn(Â) v , (1.14)

3 A similar situation appears when solving the linear system Âx = v: The eval-
uation of Â

−1 would allow the solution of the linear system for any vector v.
However, the effort to invert the matrix Â grows as N

3, where N is the dimen-
sion of the matrix.
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where cn are the coefficients of the expansion, and Tn is the Chebychev
polynomial of order n. For a skew-Hermitian matrix Â of the form −iĤ∆t
the Chebychev expansion reduces to [Tal-Ezer 1984]:

chebk{−iĤ∆t, v} =

k∑

n=0

(2 − δn0)(−i)nJn(∆t)Tn(Ĥ)v , (1.15)

where Jn are the Bessel functions. The resulting method is also of order
k, and, thanks to Clenshaw’s algorithm [Clenshaw 1955], requires k matrix-
vector operations. As the Chebychev polynomials are only defined in the
range [−1, 1], the Hamiltonian has to be scaled so that its spectrum lies within
this range before using Eq. (1.15). The application of Chebychev polynomials
to Chemistry was pioneered by Kosloff [Kosloff 1988]; more recent studies can
be found in [Baer 2001, Chen 1999].

1.3.2 Krylov subspace projection

The m-th Krylov subspace, Km{Â, v}, for a given operator Â and vector v,
is defined as:

Km{Â, v} = span{v, Âv, Â2v, . . . , Âm−1v} . (1.16)

Note that dim Km{Â, v} may be smaller than m if v does not have non-null
components of at least m distinct eigenvectors of Â. The Lanczos procedure
generates recursively an orthonormal base {vi}m

i=1 such that:

ÂV̂m = V̂mĤm + hm+1,mvm+1e
T
m , (1.17)

where V̂m = [v1, . . . , vm], Ĥm is an m×m symmetric tridiagonal matrix with
components hi,j (upper Heisenberg if Ĥ is non-hermitian), and ei is the i-

th unit vector in Cm. Ĥm is the projection of Â onto Km{Â, v} and is the
upper-left part of Ĥm+1. By induction, it can be proved [Saad 1992] that for
any polynomial pm−1 of degree ≤ m − 1

pm−1(Â)v = V̂mpm−1(Ĥm)V̂ T
m v = V̂mpm−1(Ĥm)e1 . (1.18)

This suggests a method to approximate any function, and specifically the
exponential

lanczosk{Â, v} = V̂k exp(Ĥk)e1 . (1.19)

Very good approximations are often obtained for relatively small k. The cal-
culation of exp(Ĥk) can be computed by any of the methods described in
[Moler 2003]. The Krylov subspace projection is an order k method that
requires k matrix-vector operations. To within our knowledge, it was Park
and Light [Park 1986] who first applied the Lanczos algorithm to Chem-
istry; Hochbruck and Lubich [Hochbruck 1997] made a thorough mathemat-
ical analysis of the technique.
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1.3.3 Splitting techniques

The split-operator (SO) technique takes advantage of the fact that the Hamil-
tonian is composed of two terms, one diagonal in Fourier space – the kinetic
operator T̂ , and the other diagonal (or almost diagonal) in real space – the
potential operator V̂ . The idea is to approximate the propagator by the fol-
lowing product of exponentials:

split{−i∆tĤ, v} = S2(−i∆tĤ)v

= exp

{
−i

∆t

2
T̂

}
exp

{
−i∆tV̂

}
exp

{
−i

∆t

2
T̂

}
v . (1.20)

This decomposition neglects terms involving the commutator [T̂ , V̂ ] and higher
order commutators, and is of O(∆t2). Eq. (1.20) is sometimes called “poten-
tial referenced split operator”, since the potential term appears sandwiched
between the two kinetic terms. A “kinetic referenced” scheme is equally le-
gitimate. Since the three exponentials may be computed exactly, it is always
unitary and unconditionally stable, providing a very reliable second order
method. The split operator was first introduced in Physics and Chemistry by
Feit and coworkers [Feit 1982a, Feit 1982b].

Besides the simple SO method, a wide variety of other splitting schemes
have been proposed [Suzuki 1993, Suzuki 1992b, Mikhailova 1999]. One of
these, the fourth order symmetric decomposition, was studied and applied to
TDDFT by Sugino and Miyamoto [Sugino 1999]:

suzuki{−i∆tĤ, v} =

5∏

j=1

S2(−ipj∆tĤ)v , (1.21)

where the pj are a properly chosen set of real numbers. Henceforth we will
call this scheme “Suzuki-Trotter” (ST), following the nomenclature of [Sugino
1999].

1.4 Analysis of integrators for the TDSE

Let us now recall the definition of the full problem: finding an approximation
for ϕ(t + ∆t) from the knowledge of ϕ(τ) and Ĥ(τ) for 0 ≤ τ ≤ t. In the
following, we briefly describe several possible propagators.

However, before moving on, it is worth noting that most methods also
require the knowledge of the Hamiltonian at some points in time between
t ≤ τ ≤ t+∆t, and in a TDDFT calculations this is not known a priori, since

the Hamiltonian is a functional of the time-dependent density. To obtain this
quantity, one can, e.g., extrapolate the Hamiltonian using a polynomial fit to
n previous steps. However, this can reduce the accuracy of the propagator. To
be fully consistent the following predictor-corrector method can be employed:
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(i) obtain Ĥ(τ) through extrapolation; (ii) propagate ϕ to get ϕ(t + ∆t);
(iii) from ϕ(t + ∆t) calculate Ĥ(t + ∆t); (iv) obtain Ĥ(τ) by interpolating
between Ĥ(t) and Ĥ(t+∆t); (v) repeat steps (ii)–(iv) until self-consistency is
reached. For small time intervals, step (i) may be sufficient. For the theoretical
description of the properties of the propagators (unitarity, time-reversibility),
we will assume that Ĥ(τ) is properly obtained using the above-mentioned self-
consistent procedure, and that all numerical operations (calculation of the
exponential of an operator, solution of a linear system, etc.) are performed
exactly.

1.4.1 “Classical” propagators

In the literature of partial differential equations, one can find a family of
methods, such as the symmetric second order differencing scheme (SOD),
the implicit midpoint rule, also known as Crank-Nicholson (CN) method,
implicit or explicit Runge-Kutta, multistep algorithms, etc. This family of
approximators are often referred to as “classical propagators”. These propa-
gators are of “general purpose”, and have well known numerical properties.
However, in the Chemistry and Physics communities, the typical form of the
Hamiltonian matrix, made up of a kinetic term (diagonal in Fourier space)
and a potential term (diagonal or almost diagonal in real space), has tradi-
tionally favored the use of splitting techniques or other methods.

We will mention the SOD and CN methods mainly for historical reasons,
as our experience and that of others [Lubich 2002] suggest the use of different
techniques.

The SOD [Kosloff 1988] requires the storage of two time slices:

ϕ(t + ∆t) = ϕ(t − ∆t) − 2i∆tĤ(t)ϕ(t) . (1.22)

It preserves time-reversal symmetry (in fact, it is designed with this idea in
mind), and is conditionally stable.

The implicit midpoint rule is defined by

ÛCN(t + ∆t, t) =
1 − i

2∆tĤ(t + ∆t/2)

1 + i
2∆tĤ(t + ∆t/2)

. (1.23)

The problem of propagating an orbital with this scheme is usually cast in the
solution of the linear system:

L̂ ϕ(t + ∆t) = b , (1.24)

where L̂ = Î + i∆t
2 Ĥ(t + ∆t/2) and b = [Î − i∆t

2 Ĥ(t + ∆t/2)]ϕ(t). The
CN scheme is second-order in ∆t, and is unitary and preserves time-reversal
symmetry.
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1.4.2 Exponential Midpoint rule

The exponential midpoint (EM) rule consists in approximating the propaga-
tor by the exponential calculated at time t + ∆t/2

ÛEM(t + ∆t, t) ≡ exp{−i∆tĤ(t + ∆t/2)} . (1.25)

The actual propagation can then be done by any of the methods described
in Sect. 1.3. If we assume that the exponential is calculated exactly, and that
Ĥ(t + ∆t/2) is obtained self-consistently, then this method is also unitary
and time-reversible. In practice this method requires small time-steps to be
stable.

1.4.3 Time-reversal symmetry based propagator

In a time-reversible method, propagating backwards ∆t/2 starting from ϕ(t+
∆t) or propagating forwards ∆t/2 starting from ϕ(t) should lead to the same
result. By using the simplest approximation to the propagator, this statement
leads to the condition

exp{+i
∆t

2
Ĥ(t + ∆t)}ϕ(t + ∆t) = exp{−i

∆t

2
Ĥ(t)}ϕ(t) . (1.26)

Rearranging the terms, we arrive at an approximation to the propagator

ÛETRS(t + ∆t, t) = exp{−i
∆t

2
Ĥ(t + ∆t)} exp{−i

∆t

2
Ĥ(t)} . (1.27)

We call this method the enforced time-reversal symmetry (ETRS) method.

1.4.4 Splitting techniques

The splitting techniques have been described in Sect. 1.3.3 as a way to ap-
proximate the exponential of a time-independent Hamiltonian. By combining
them, e.g., with the above mentioned EM or ETRS methods, one obtains an
approximation for the full propagator based on either the split-operator or on
the Suzuki-Trotter scheme. There is, however, an alternative way to improve
the splitting schemes with small added computational cost.

Watanabe and Tsukada [Watanabe 2002] have recently combined the EM
approximation with the split-operator method. In practice, this consists in
setting V̂ = V̂ (t+∆t/2) in Eq. (1.20). If this potential is obtained accurately
we end up with an order two method, otherwise the method is of first order.
There is, however, a simpler alternative:

ÛSO(t + ∆t, t) = S2(−i∆t(T̂ +
ˆ̃
V ))

= exp{−1

2
i∆tT̂} exp{−i∆t

ˆ̃
V } exp{−1

2
i∆tT̂} , (1.28)
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where the potential operator V̂ ′ is defined by:

ṽ = vext(r, t + ∆t/2) +

∫
d3r′

ñ(r′)

|r − r
′| + vxc[ñ](r, t) . (1.29)

In this expression ñ is the density built after applying the first kinetic expo-
nential in Eq. (1.28). In other words, the modified SO method is: (i) apply
the first kinetic term; (ii) recalculate the density and obtain the Kohn-Sham
potential, and (iii) apply the potential term and the second kinetic term. In
this simple way we recover an order two method.

For the higher order Suzuki-Trotter technique, Suzuki provided a time-
dependent version:

ÛST(t + ∆t, t) =

5∏

j=1

S2(−ipj∆tĤ(tj)) , (1.30)

where the times tj are related to the set pj trough tj = t+(p1+ · · ·+pj/2)∆t.
Once again, the potential between t and t+∆t has to be properly extrapolated
to obtain a true order four technique (similar for higher order expansions).

1.4.5 Magnus expansions

As noted previously, Û(t+∆t, t) does not reduce to a simple exponential of the
form exp{−i∆tĤ(t)} unless the Hamiltonian is time-independent. One may
ask if there exists an operator Ω̂(t+∆t, t) such that Û(t+∆t, t) = exp{Ω̂(t+
∆t, t)}. Magnus answered this question affirmatively in 1954 [Magnus 1954]:
there exists an infinite series, convergent at least for some local environment
of t, such that:

Ω̂(t + ∆t, t) =

∞∑

k=1

Ω̂k(t + ∆t, t) . (1.31)

There also exists a procedure to generate the exact Ω̂k operators [Klarsfeld
1989]:

Ω̂k(t + δt, t) =

k−1∑

j=0

Bj

j!

∫ t+δt

t

dτŜj
k(τ) , (1.32)

where Bj are Bernoulli numbers, and the operators Ŝ are generated recur-
sively as

Ŝ0
1(τ) = −iĤ(τ) ; Ŝ0

k(τ) = 0 (k > 1) (1.33a)

Ŝj
k(τ) =

k−j∑

m=1

[
Ω̂m(t + δt, t), Ŝj−1

k−m(τ)
]

(1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1) . (1.33b)
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For example, the first two terms of the recurrence are:

Ω̂1(t + ∆t, t) =

∫ t+∆t

t

dτ1

[
−iĤ(τ1)

]
(1.34a)

Ω̂2(t + ∆t, t) =

∫ t+∆t

t

dτ1

∫ τ1

t

dτ2

[
−iĤ(τ1),−iĤ(τ2)

]
. (1.34b)

In general, the kth term will be a k-dimensional integral of a sum of commuta-
tors of Ĥ at different times. An approximation of order 2n to the full Magnus
operator (and hence, to the evolution operator) is achieved by truncating the
Magnus series to nth order, and approximating the integrals through a nth
order quadrature formula. The exponential midpoint rule can be regarded as
the second order Magnus expansion, ÛEM = ÛM(2), since

Ω̂M(2)(t + ∆t, t) = −iĤ(t + ∆t/2)∆t . (1.35)

The fourth order Magnus expression is constructed by taking the first two
terms in the Magnus series and using, for example, a two-point Gaussian
quadrature to approximate the integrals. The result is

Ω̂M(4)(t + ∆t, t) = −i
∆t

2

[
Ĥ(t1) + Ĥ(t2)

]
−

√
3∆t2

12

[
Ĥ(t2), Ĥ(t1)

]
, (1.36)

where t1,2 = t+
[
(1/2) ∓

√
3/6

]
∆t are the Gauss quadrature sampling points.

For the specific case of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, the fourth order Magnus
propagator has the form

ÛM(4)(t + ∆t, t) = exp
{
−i∆tĤM(4)(t, ∆t)

}
. (1.37)

The modified Hamiltonian operator ĤM(4)(t, ∆t) is defined as

ĤM(4)(t, ∆t) = H(t, ∆t) + i
[
T̂ + V̂ nonlocal

ext , ∆V (t, ∆t)
]

, (1.38)

where only the non-local components of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian con-
tribute to the commutator, and with the definitions

H(t, ∆t) = T̂ +
1

2

{
V̂KS(t1) + V̂KS(t2)

}
, (1.39a)

∆V (t, ∆t) =

√
3

12
∆t

{
V̂KS(t2) − V̂KS(t1)

}
. (1.39b)

Expression (1.38) assumes that the non-local part of the Kohn-Sham Hamil-
tonian does not vary significantly in the interval of interest (t, t + ∆t). This
non-local component is part of the ionic pseudopotentials used in electronic
structure calculations and in consequence its variation is associated with the
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ionic movement. In principle, this movement should be negligible in the elec-
tronic time scale that determines ∆t, which justifies the above assumption.

The fourth order Magnus expansion involves the computation of one com-
mutator. The number of such commutators grows rapidly with increasing
order, although some work has recently been devoted to significantly reduce
this number [Blanes 2000]. The Magnus expansion has received a great deal of
attention from the Chemistry and Physics community. A very recent in-depth
study of the scheme may be found in [Hochbruck 2003]. The first application
to the field of quantum molecular systems was made by Milfeld and Wyatt
[Milfeld 1983] in 1983. However, we could not find any application of the
Magnus expansions in the field of electronic structure calculations.

1.5 Conclusions

We have dedicated a previous paper [Castro 2004a] to a comparison of the
numerical efficiency of some of the algorithms described above, in the context
of a TDDFT implementation. Our experience is, however, not conclusive: we
did not find an “always optimal” algorithm for the propagation of the time-
dependent Kohn-Sham equations. The final choice depends on the internal
characteristics of the physical system, and on the frequency and intensity of
any existing external fields. Furthermore, the final performance of any method
also depends on the specific implementation of the equations, and possibly
also on the computer architecture. (For example, we have observed strong
variations on the performance of the fast Fourier transforms, which have a
definitive influence on the cost of the splitting techniques.) Nevertheless, and
keeping in mind all these observations, we believe that the exponential mid-
point rule combined with the Lanczos exponential approximator gives a very
good algorithm to represent the time propagator for a wide range of systems.
Moreover, if the problem involves high frequencies, it is also worth trying the
higher order Magnus expansion. Even if our numerical results were obtained
using a TDDFT code based on real-space methods, we expect them to be
applicable to other implementations (e.g., plane waves). Furthermore, some
of the knowledge may safely be transported to the numerical implementation
of other theories where either Schrödinger-like propagators or methods to
approximate the action of exponential of operators are sought – we mention
the diffusion Monte-Carlo method, or the recently investigated idea of ob-
taining accurate electronic wave functions through exponentials of two-body
operators [Nooijen 2000, Nakatsuji 2000, van Voorhis 2001, Piecuch 2003], as
examples where these findings may be useful.
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